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Dear School Owners: 

 

 

As a National Institutional Accreditor committed to ensuring that its member institutions have 

the business tools, resources and strategies to track their students and  to enhance their ability  to 

secure meaningful employment in the industry for which they were trained, NACCAS has 

launched its NACCAS National Employment Database (NNED) to assist schools in 

accomplishing this critical task. 

 

The NNED is a tool created for our member institutions to have direct access to their graduate’s 

newly secured position details (i.e. new employer name, employer type, company contact 

name/email/phone number).  By building this dynamic triad (NACCAS – Member Institution – 

New Employer), member institutions have a reliable starting point for which to verify placement 

of their graduates.  

 

With the launch of the NNED, member institutions will be provided with a formatted National 

Employment Database Survey Card (NEDSC) to be provided to the graduate who will in turn 

give to their participating employer.  The participating employer will log-in to a secure 

NACCAS-managed survey portal and will enter specific details relative to the graduate’s 

employment.  NACCAS will provide a link (based upon a particular graduation year), to each of 

its participating schools, which will contain a list of the schools’ graduates, the graduates’ 

employers, their position with their participating employer, etc., which the school can use to 

assist in conducting their independent verification of placement and thus comply with NACCAS’ 

placement requirements.  

 

We are excited to be on the cusp of this new experience and do hope that this new tool exceeds 

your expectations!  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Reminder to NACCAS-accredited schools: Your school's email address may be important to 

NACCAS as a part of the requirement that you are able to receive all official communications 

relevant to your accreditation. Before you unsubscribe make sure that NACCAS has a valid 

email address for your school. 

http://x.jtrk86.net/u.z?j=309027542&m=1AA5100F63484DCEAE7B47123B19DE5E

